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Words: What Do They Mean?
A word is not a crystal, transparent and unchanging.
It is the skin of a living thought and may vary greatly
in color ane content according to ! he circumstances and
time in which it is used.
Oliver Wendel Holmes
If there is any one proposition about reading that all
concerned - teachers, parents, children - would heartily agree
it would be that one of the basic goals in the field of read
ing is to increase the understanding (comprehension) or the
The first issue to be considered according to Bettsl

reader.

is how to get the meaning from the printed page.

He says the

first thought is that language itself provides the key to
meaning.

Who is it that can find a printed word whose phys

ical fonn looks like the object mentioned, or makes the sound
that the object does, or moves as this named object does, or
has any of the TB.rious attributes of that object?
cludes

"

• ••

Betts con

written language remains the language on the page. n2

This paper does not attempt to show or explain how the
printed word attaches meaning to itself'.

It is instead an

attempt to show that teachers must not lose sight of the fact
that just because a child can

give,

on sight, the correct

lBetts Elllie
ii tt Albert, "Reading; Semantic Approach, 11
Education, May 1949, Vol. 69, p. 527.
2Ibi.d. , p. 527 .

2
pronunciation and shows evidence of understanding the mean
ing of the word in one circumstance that he can comprehend
the same word each time that he comes across it in his read
ing.

This paper also is

an

attempt to point to a f'ew ways

the teacher may help the child broaden his word meanings.
We know that the meanings: which the child attaches to the
word will depend upon his past experiences which have in any
way been associated with that word.

Most school administra

tors and teachers have revised the primary school's reading
program so it will be consistent with this view.

No longer

does the first grader start reading from his primer the first
week 0£ school.

Instead school becomes the place where the

child has, through various educational experiences, an oppor
tuni.ty to increase his vocabulary.

The wise teacher lets the

child build up a large vocabulary before he is £aced with the
problem ot deciphering the symbols on pages in a book.

In

some cases the child may not be introduced to reading trom
a book until he is in the second grade.
Even with careful and judicious planning often the
past experiences prove to be very inadequate in conditioning
a child for the reading he has before him.

This is clearly,

often humorously, sometimes pathetically brought out in the
thought 0£ a fifth grade boy as he reads "The Gettysburg
Address" as recorded by Nila Blanton Smith.

3
Four score (a score is what we have af'ter a baseball game
is played) and seven years ago our fathers (this must mean
our own and our stepfathers) brought forth on this conti
nent (that's North America; we had that in social studies)
a new nation (that's America or the United States) con
ceived (I wonder what that means?) in liberty (that's what
a sailor gets), and dedicated (that's what they did to tlle
building on the corner) to the proposition (that's what
they voted on to give the teachers more money) that all
men (what about the women) are created (we had something
about that at Sunday School) equal (we use that in Arith
metic problems).3
Yes, he certainly brought in his past experiences to give mean
ing to his reading, but how lacking were those experiences in
giving him the necessary help at this time.
A child does not realize that a word may have more than
one meaning nor that there are as many different shades of
meaning to a word as there are variations in shades of a color.
Often the child thinks it is the adult who is mistaken or confused when that adult puts a different meaning in a situation
using the same word that the child does.

Ethel Pennell4 tells

an enlightening story of the child who interpreted a "just"
man to be a "little" man and turned bitterly against the
teacher who questioned his interpretation.

Investigation

showed that the previous day this same teacher had explained
3smith, Nita BiBO?iton "Reading; Concept Develoµnent,"
Education, May 1950, Vol. 70, pp. 549-550. (Taken from Source
� of Materials .!£!: Elementary Schools, Los Angeles, 1943)

4Pennell, Ethel L. "Recurring Words and Their Relation
to Difficulties in Comprehension, " Elementary School Journal,
S:ept. 1928, Vol. 29, p. 43.

4
that a person who had "just" gone was a person who had been
gone a "little" while.

The child was doing fine - �rith the

small amount of understanding he had to work �rith.

This one

illustration might be multiplied by the hundreds which proves
that teachers have a tremendous task before them in attempt
ing to bridge the gap between the £actors that affect mean
ings.

They not only need to bridge the gap between author

and reader; they need to provide new experiences where the
concepts are lacking.
Teachers, and other adults, do not have the right to
expect a child to interpret a word with different meaning
when he has had an opportunity to attach only one meaning
to the symbols which stand for that word.

Many teachers have

been disturbed and perplexed when their pupils, after reading
a basal reader with appa.rant understanding and enjoyment, read
poorly and �rith little comprehension another basal reader
which has practically the same vocabulary.

Ethel Penne115

had an idea as to the underlying cause in this situation which
comes up again and again in the schoolroom.
words in fourteen books:
second grade readers.

She counted the

primers, first grade readers, and

These were all popular basal readers.

She found that 221 words recurred but with different meaning
Tarying from two to twenty-four.
5Ibid.' p. 421

.•

More than one-half of the

5
words recurring had more than two meanings.

These were all

what are considered to be simple words - simple meanings,
that is.

"By"

had twelve different meanings;

fourteen; "up" had twenty-four.
the solution to the problem.

"good" had

This surely held part of

Because the meaning of the

words probably was different from the meaning the child had
already attached to those symbols,
hend

('\rithout help)

he just couldn't compre

his new reader and probably even did a

poor job of verbalizing.
This investigator decided that the difference in mean
ing in the recurring words was probably the result of the
textbook writers who had before them the task of familiar
izing the children of a certain grade level with a prescribed
number of words.

To make the children familiar with these

words, the writers used them over and over totally disregard
ing the fact that often there was a different meaning for the
word each time it appeared.
Repetition is valuable as a teaching device but teach
ers will need to heed that repetition of the same combination
of symbols does not make it the same word for the child.

If

the meaning he has already attached to these symbols does not
fit in the new situation, then to the child this is the same
as a new Hord.

Some of the companies publishing readers for

the primary grades proudly point to the number of times a
word is repeated in their text as though they wished to con-
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'Vince the teacher that repetition alone ie •�fficient to make
the pupil familiar with the word in question.

One textbook

uses this example to show how it stresses repetition by incor
porating the word over three times in one story.6
U• eTer a bump went the wagon.
At last the party was .2:!2!:•
He looked all over the store.
-

A

teacher needs to be very familiar with the meanings

already attached to words by her group, and she must be quick
to grasp the new meanings which must be built up for the
children.
Yes, the teacher's help in deepening and widening the
meaning of words for her pupils is surely needed.
she do it?

How can

The method will probably vary with the teacher,

the child, the time, the place, and the word.

Interest, for

which the teacher strives continuously, demands a variety of
methods.

"It is not necessary to set aside separate periods

for vocabulary teaching.

The teacher should take special

pains to see that children with a meager vocabulary partic
ipate in vocabulary building games.n7
the child whose vocabulary is limited

So
in

it must be with
meaning.

The teach

er should take special care to see that his needs are met.
Some of the methods mentioned

in

the :following paragraphs

may

15.Gray, Artley, Monroe, Arbuthnot, and Gray, Develop
!!!g Ghildren's Word-Perception Power, (Scott, Foresman and
co;) Chicago, l� p. 5.
7�dall Ruth, "Vocabulary Building in the Primary
Grades," Grade i'eacher, Feb. 1951, Vol. 69, pp. 32-33.
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help in this work.

Most of the suggestions are made while

keeping in mind the interests and abilities of children of
about the third grade level in age and achieTement.
Of all the methods which could be used undoubtedly
first-ha.rid experience is one of the most successful.
diately there comes to mind the excursion.

Dmne

So that the trip

does not become almost a meaningless extent of time, ample
planning and preparation need to precede the trip itself.'
Otherwise, the child would probably have a thoroughly enjoy
able time, l!Jut, since he had not been taught what to look for,
would miss most of the educational possibilities of the trip.
A trip to the post office for one third grade extended

the meaning of many words and added new meanings to others.
"Mail, bundle, sack, stamp" were found to be words which told
what was being £!2a! at the post office.

Before this, these

words had meant only actual objects which could be touched
and handled.

Children found that the same word could "do"

as well as "name".

A

"run"

was extended in meaning totake

in the carrier's route for the day; "third class" was not only
this particular group of boys and girls but a kind of mail to
be handled in a certain way.

How much more meaningful was

going to be the reading of this third grade group when in
their Social Studies work they could read about the post
office in their work on communication.
The actual seeing of a process is much more satis.f'ying

8

That very expla

than having it explained by the teacher.

nation may itself further confuse because it may involTe the
using of words new in meaning.

For Alice "combine" was what

Mother did to flour, sugar, spices, etc. to make a cake.
When Roger announced that "Father will start to combine beans
tomorrow," Alice had no conception of this new process. Class
mates' explanations did not fully erase the puzzled look :from
Alice's face.

A trip the next day to see Roger's dad "combine"

beans with a "combine" clarified it all.

Of course the

sion is not always possible or practical.

excur

But a teacher would

do well to weigh the teaching possibilities in such a trip,
not only from the viewpoint of extending and broadening the
meaning of words, but all the other gains which may be obtained
before saying that the trip is not possible or practical.
A

simple experiment in the room will extend meanings

in a very satisfactory way.

For example "plant" means one

thing to the child when he actually goes through the process
of planting his seeds for the window box, then later sees the
"plant" which comes from the seed.

Then there is the "plant"

where Daddy says the electricity comes :from.
er will show the "bolt" on the door.

The alert teach

How it differs from that

"bolt" of lightening which is now forgotten as Harry shows
how he can "bolt" from the room.

If the child can take an

active part in the demonstrations and experiments, how much
more lasting this new meaning will be.

Thus he may be one of

9
a group who will "ring" in a classmate; he may be able to
11ring" the pig in the arithmetic game; he can draw a "ring"
around all his correct answers; he can cut "rings" from con
struction paper to decorate the room.
While all this may seem to come very catsually and in
'cidentally to the onlooker, the teacher knows that the more
aware she becomes of the experiences which she may use to
make his words more meaningful to the child, the more she is
in turn building his reading power for "concepts constitute
the medicine which mate experiences usable in interpreting
reading symbols."$
Since the "word is not the thing" and at best is a
symbol which stands for experience the

"

• • •

teacher must

insure experiences for her pupils that will equip them to
interpret symbols which in turn stand for those experiences,"
says Nila Blanton Smith. 9
"This is probably the most basic of all (methods) and
ought to be used a great deal.

There is always the risk of

it being overdone in the hands of over enthusiastic teachers,"
says William GraylO in speaking of f'irst-hand experiences,
expecially the excursions.
Bsmith, Nila B(anton, Op cite, p.

548.

9Smith, Nila Blanton, "How Will the Sc!mantic Apuroach
Affect Reading Instruction," Education, Yiay 1949, Vol. 69, p. 556.
10Gray William, "Improved Reading Program," Education,
May 1951, Voi • 71, p. 538.
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In other words the experience alone is not enough.
There must be a second step.

That is where the teacher's

help is most vital - in drawing conclusions from the expe
riences to fit the new circumstances.

While the experiences

gained from the excursion are still vivid and alive in the
children's minds, there is vital need for the teacher to
make sure tha t

the new concepts are clear, correct, and are

permanently nailed down in their minds.
questions, drawings,

Free discussion,

play acting, or any other of a variety

of activities should be skillfully instigated by the teacher
to determine what the children actually gained from the

excur-

sion and being sure that the meanings gained were correct
ones.
There are so many times when first-hand experiences
can't be provided and we must resort to the using of an ex
cellent substitute - visual aids.

Perhaps the grea.test help

of visual aids is not so much in its adding a new meaning to
a word

(as first-hand exneriences do)

Dolchll calls "Depth of Meaning".

as in adding what

This is one phase of the

vocabulary that cannot be accurately measured and also one
which ·will increase as the reader grows and experiences a
fuller life.

We add to it all of our lives.

Some children

have such a paucity in their lives that the school should
feel very obligated to bring second-hand to children the depth

May

ll:OOich, Edward Viilliam, "Depth ot Meaning," Education
Vol. 69, pp. 562-566.

1949,
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of meaning that they

(the school personnel)

have already

gained from life, or that others have gained.

Children are

interested in ne1:r things only when they can comprehend enough
in the new to compare Hith the familiar.

Hot,

wet jungles

for the majority of children in our schools are too far from
reality to be really comprehended.

Words cannot make jungles

real to these children of the temperate regions.
(especially films)

of'ten can do it.

Visual aids

Hore and more children

are adding depth of meaning to their words through this media.
It might seem that visual aids could teach themselves and they can to a certain extent.

J.n the hands of a capable

teacher the learning from them far surpasses what the child
can do with the same aids unassisted.

There are ma.ny educa

tional films, especially in the social science field, vrhich
will make gratifying substitutes for the first-hand experi
ence.

In many ways the experience gained from visual aids

is to be desired over the first-hand experience.

The visual

aids makes it possibleto view safely and comfortably while
at the same time there is no need of physical participation.
Through the truly good films the child will understand why
the "knife" is the chief building tool of the jungle in con
trast to the hammer and saw that he has always connected so
closely with construction.

He will realize how precious wood

is to the Eskimo as he sees the Eskimo search the beaches

12
He will ai:mreciate how precious

for the precious drift-wood.

an ample water supnly is to the desert people.

In .fact

"precious" itself will grow in meaning to more than something
These are isolated examples.

worth a great deal of money.

F.ach good film has numerous such opportunities for enrich
ing words for the children.

With the shovling of such films,

the meaningful vocabulary will be such that 1'1hen the children
have the opportunity to read about their neighbors in far
distant countries, they are ready to comprehend the situation
and really understand why peoples live as they do.
Most textbooks have been improved in the last few years
in at least one respect.

They now have more arttractive, clear

er, more "teachable" pictures.
aid to increasing ·word meaning.

These pictures are truly an
Of course the teacher must

first recognize in them the possibilities for extending and
deepening the meaning of words.

Without the assistance of the

teacher in this respect the children will enjoy the pictures
to a certain extent but the potentialities for teaching from
them will not be scrA.tched.

Nor should the teacher overlook

the uossibility of her rough pictures and sketches to increase
and deepen the meaning of the vocabulary.

Of necessity our

books lag behind our times from a very few to several years.
Words and phrases used by the author, and in very common us
age at the time of writing, may be arachic so far as the read
er a few years later is concerned.

Many teachers have wonder

ed why the "Big Dipper" seemed so meaningless to third graders.

13
Very few third grade pupils ¢>£ to-day have drunk from a
Before introduction then to this constellation

dipper.

the teacher's sketch and explanation of a dipper will well
prepare the children for an understanding of why that partic
alar group is commonly known as the "Big Dipper".
A child o�en increases his depth of meaning for words
if he actually constructs articles.

Exhibits and displays

made of materials suited to childish hands gives the child
the opportunity to see possibilities that were unnoticed by
him as he read words or as he looked at pictures.
The comic book is a semi-visual aid which has increased
greatly in popularity (with children at least) in the last few
years.

Considering the comic book only from the viewpoint of

enriching and increasing word meaning� these books have already
proved that they are an excellent teaching aid.

In

a

con

trolled test comic books were used in classes studying the
Ellzabethian Period of history.12

At the completion of the

unit of work by tests {written and oral), dramatization, and
story telling, the group studying :from the comic books type
of test showed no comparable difference £rom the g:voup using
the regular history text in .factual material gained and re
tained.

In points concerning etiquette, courtly mannerisms,

dress styles, architectual designs, and general scenic details
12Roth, John M., "In Defense of' Comic :Books", School
Executive, Sept. 1948, Vol. 68, pp. 48-50.
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the comic book readers were .far beyond the other classmates.
This seems to be proof' pointing to the £act that the comic
book does have the ability to assist in strengthening that
depth of feeling which is so necessary for an appreciation
of our historical heritage.

There are many other f'actors to

be considered bef'ore sel.ecting the comic book as a teaching
aid.
as

On the whol.e, comic books seem to be as "good or bad"

the material which goes into their makeup.
Other visual aids which may be f'ound use.f'ul under cer

tain circumstances are graphs,

f'ilm strips, dioramas, slides•

and mounted pictures saved f'rom magazines and newspapers an:d
filed for instant use.

"All can be used to turn irDto a clear

thought those seemingly meaningless symbols."13
Relying upon the root or base wora o:f'ten only serves
to con.fuse the primary child.

In many cases of course it does

help to give him the meaning needed.

The teacher needs to be

alert to times when help f'rom the base word so far as meaning
is concerned can be very perplexing.

One third grade group

had spent an enjoyable classtime in extending their meanings
vocabulary by using certain prefixes and base words with which
they were familiar.

The emphasis had been upon the fact that

practically always the new word got its meaning from the llase
word.

Stress had been laid upon some prefixes which gave a

negative meaning to the root word - such as un, and mis.

1'Gray,

William, Op cite, p.

53 6.

Later

1.5
in reading class the teacher saw the quandry one boy was in

when he came across the new word "mischief"'.

As he hesitated

before it, the teacher saw that here was one of those exceP
tions to the rule which it is so hard to make allowance for.
Feeling sure that he knew the meaning of the word she said,
"Oh, you know what that means, Milt. "

She was unprepared for

the answer that came with the dawning light of surprize that
spread quickly over Mil�'s face.
"The chief's wife!" Miss Chief.

The word itself -

mischief - the teacher knew was not new to the child so far
as its meaning was concerned for he used it also in his speak
ing vocabulary.

Here was an example of a good carry over from

a lesson which taught that many words get their meanings f'rom
a base word.

Ca.re needls to be exercised in teaching any one

method to the exclusion of others.
No

one method of helping the pupil get full meaning

from a word requires the teacher to be more on the alert than
that of seeing that the pupil gets clues for the meaning from
the context.

Constance M. McCulloughl.4 first theorized, then

tested to prove that the reason children in intermediate grades
upward have so much difficulty in the content fields is that
the pupil has not been made familiar with context clues to
help him in word meaning.

She concluded that ••• "Through our

14McCullough Constance M. "The Recognition of iOiitext
Clues in Reading," �lementary Engl ish Review, Jan. 1945,
Vol. 22 , PP• 1-5•

failure to provide guidance in the use of context, children
are not clearly benefiting by superior intelligence or

by

superior reading ability in determining the meaning of un
known wore.nl5
In much the same way Mary E. Johnsonl6 examined the
difficulty of word meaning in the content field and summarized,
Since a meaning TOcabulary is important if one is to read
with ease and understanding, the teacher is faced with
the problem of developing a program of word enrichment
that is adequate for the understanding of the content
f'ields.
Both of the writers quoted above investigated in the
intermediate gradws where the lack of using context clues be
gins to be very noticeabl.e.

It is in these grades that the

PlllPil's reading becomes more extensive and he gets farther
away from the vocabulary of the basal text.

Have teachers

neglected this field in the primary grades?
Too o�en we teachers assumed the child would get the
meaning of the unknown from the words surrounding it.
Now we know this is not true. He may not eTen recog
nize the clues as such - so not wishing to waste time
on a dictionary - skips it. We must condition them for
this method the same as we do for our field trips.17
Betts says:
Until the child's visual discrimination skills and
abilities are developed to a reasonable high degree of
efficiency, he relies heavily upon context clues. As

15!2!,g,

p. 5.

16Johnson, Mary E., "The Vocabulary Difficulties of
Context SUbjects in Grade Five", E1ementa:ry Eng1ish, May 1952,
Vol. 29, P• 2$0.
17McCullowgh, Constance M., Op cite, p. J.
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the pupil acquires control over other aids to word recog
nition, he becomes increasingly versatile in using context
6
clues to appraise the validity of his perception. io
Bbth point• o:f view grant that the context clues are
there.

I£ they are there, then the teacher should ma.Ke the

best use o:f them.

If the pupil has acquired the habit of

skipping them, he must be made more conscious of the help
they can give him.

I:f

a

pupil has not learned what a context

clue is, he must be helped in his recognition of one.

In

primary grades one of the common types is that known as the
definition type such as:

nThey crossed the desert which is

a dry region with almost no rainfall."
use this type of clue a great deal.

Reading text books

Science and socia1 study

text books go into further definition and explanation.
Sometimes the clue is given in an antonym or a syn
This is very successful in helping the child grasp

onym.

the right mood or feeling.

O:rten there will be two sentences,

one following the other, which are worded practically iden
tical.

The synonym is the difference.

I£ the child knows

the meaning of one synonym, he has a help to extend his mean
ing to include the other.
Just as f'requently skipped are the captions beneath
pictures, graphs, and charts.

Perhaps with the desparate hope

that all this part of the page was just a space-filler, the

�

18Betts, EtnDlett Albert, Foundations of Readin� Instruc
(American BOok Co., Chicago 1940) p. �
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pupil enjoys the picture then skips the explanation below
which might be just what was needed to make the whole section
fall into a meaningful picture.

The pupil can have the enjoy

able experience of f'inding surprises and even bits of un
expected humor hidden away in these captions.

Curiousity

has made many a person carefully search and take advantage
of captions.

The battle is not won and it will tax the teach

er's ingenuity to get the pupils to see the help they can
receive without making it seem a chore to them.
Often the clue is a phrase immedia tel:;r following the
1,'lorcl whose meaning is to be extended.
"He bent the sanling, a young tree,

Such an example is:

to the ground."

Many

such words clesparately need some form of clarification for
the child uho looks to the root word to SU''.lply him ·with help
only to find the meanin� does not f'it in the new situation.
However this clue is often ski'(med by the reader who has not
been alerted to the heln in the context.
Sometimes the story writer uses several sentences of
explanation ending with a summary sentence which used �
word in such a way that the child

(of course with the help

of instruction) will see that here is the word which expresses
the feeling, the mood, or the situation described in the
preceeding sentences.

Often such words should mean rather

widely different things to the reader.

In such a situation

the child can be led to select the one which expresses hi•

19
.feeling.

An example of such is:

I looked all around.

seemed to pop out.
away.

I

"My knees shook.

My eyes

I wanted to get

was frightened."19

The clues often skipped are the ones in themselves
very brief and perhaps used before the child has become mature
enough in his reading to appreciate the depth of meaning they
can impart - especially in that particular-story at that partic
ular time.

Such clues are:

A question mark used after what

would appear to be a declarative sentence such as, "He
.fast?"; the underlined word or phrase as, "The next

ran

runner

was �behind."; the word or phrase in quotes as, "To-day
the ball team was 'hot'•"

Such clues are of no consequence

in deepening the meaning o.f words for the child until he has
become aware of how a different shade of meaning can change
the entire interpretation of a passage.

Such an understand-

ing will in turn make him more aware of such clues.

Only the

more mature readers will benefit much from this clue but
kindergarten pupils can learn to take advantage of clues as
a pa.rt of ear training and visual discrimination.
done systematically.

Children love riddles.

is the winner must listen for the clues.
tions offer the clue.

It can be

The person who

O:f'ten the illustra

Kindergarten classes will enjoy fill-

ing in with the "right" word as the leader leaves a gap in the
story she reads.

In all of these ways the teacher must be

lttcGiil!Ough ,

Constance R., Op cite., p.

3.

20
sure that all the class hears the correct answers so that
only right meanings are connected with the word.
Teaching started this early in the school and built
upon each year will surely not encourage the habit of skiP
ping context clues if the pupil is not reading material too
difficult for him to comprehend even with all kinds of aids.
We do not pretend to know how far down in the grades
clues may actually be labeled and studied in a technical
manner. And we should dislike seeing the naming of clues
so much practiced as to overshadow the purpose of naming
them, which is greater skill in using clues. But it is
obvious that in the primary levels children have a voca
bulary limitation which makes a discussion of word mean
ings difficult. At these levels it may be that practice
in using the clues is all that is possible • • • • or all the
methods used to extend the meaning of words this {context
clues) will be one which as the teacher realizes the
pitfalls for attaching t�e wrong meaning, will spend more
and more time on. 20
Of all the methods, devices, or whatever the user
wishes to call them, it seems that the one of using context
clues as an aid to giving words a deeper, :fUller meaning has
been the most neglected of all.

It offers a great deal and,

if teachers will use their imagination in this field, it will
help the pupils to more enjoyment in their reading.
Children in the upper primary grades may be partially
prepared for what they will be doing in the intermediate
grades when context clues are not enough for them - using
the dictionary.

Since the dictionary will be pretty much a

new tool, the primary teacher can do a great deal to make it
ZORcCullougn, Constance a., Op cite., p. J.
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an experience rather eagerly anticipated.

A large, well

illustrated dictionary used .frequently by the teacher, allow
ing the pupils to select the best me�ning for the word in
question, will do a great deal in conditioning them favor
ably for future work with this much-maligned helper.
One of the greatest stumbling blocks to using a dic
tionary effectively has been the chore teachers have made of
pupil's learning the skill of how to actually use the book.
Often children have become antagonistic toward referring to
the dictionary because the chore of mastering this skill be
came so distasteful to them.

This often occurs w'nen the

skill is not introduced until the child is ready to actually
use the dictionary as an aid in his studies.

A

picture dic

tionary started in the second grade is an example of how the'
child may be unknowingly started long before the skill is to
be entirely mastered.

Children engage enthusiacally in pre

paring their own or a class picture dictionary for science
work, health class, or social studies work.
One of the most challenging ways for the child to get
any clear meaning, or for the teacher to help him get any
meaning at all, is when the writers start using metaphors.
No matter how simple that is, it still holds a serious compre
hension problem for the young reader.

We must

n•

•

first awaken

the pupils to the fact that there are varying shades of mean-

22
ing not in the words alone but in the content. u21

Writers

of primary books wisely have stayed away £rom the use of
metaphors, but not the comic sheets.
"Maggie and Jiggs" to a four year old.

A few weeks ago I read
As Jiggs listened to

the ball game, Maggie, also listening, visualized literally
what the announcer said.

"The ball went through the fielder.

The runner stole third base.
second. "

The next runner was nailed at

I was thankful that a four year old's attention

could be turned quickly to something else.
'

and perhaps

Lt

But it is coming

can be covered in another angle of Dolch's22

so well put "Depth of Meaning".

He called this depth from

wondering and depth from imaginative living.

Teachers need

first of all to develop a more inquiring and wondering mind
among the children and then encourage those children to wonder more about those things we have taken so much for granted.
"In fact," states Dolch, "a good case might be made for
claiming that one of the chief defects of our schools and of
our society is acceptance or tolerance of' terrible super
ficial meanings. "23

In a country where more money each year

is spent on alcoholic drinks or cosmetics than isspent upon
education, would it not follow that the me�ning of education
2lKnipp, Helen, "The Development of Thinking and of
Concepts," Elementarx English, May 1951, Vol. 28, p. 290.
22Dolch, Edward William, Op cite. , p. 565.
23Dolch, Edward William, Op cite. , p. 562
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is rather superficial in many American's minds?

Does Democ

racy mean the same in our country where only about fifty

per

cent of the voters take advantage of their legal privele.�e
to use the baJ.lot that it does in some foreign country where
more than ninety per cent of the people go to the polis on
election day?
"Comprehension must go beyond recognition and remembering details to an understanding of the meanings that come from
the interrelationships and implications of these details. "2 4
When we can help the pupils do this we can be sure they will
'

be understanding what they read.

Children take so literally

what they read if we do not create the wondering and the
imaginative living in their minds.

What a chall6nge this

is to every teacherl
Understanding and .feeling for some words comes slowly
and builds up gradually over

a

period of years.

Many young

children are exposed to adult fields of entertainment such
as

radio, movies, and television and start much earlier than

in by-gone years to build up vocabulary of the intangible
things - so intangible that it is difficult to find a common
ground of understanding on which to start building

a

meaning.

Teachers surely realize that these intangible words are not
24Gaiis , Roma, GUiding Children's Reading Through Exper
ience, (BUreau of Publications, Teachers College, Colwnbia
Oniveriity, New York, 1941), p. 47.
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only the slowest to have a meaningful background of under
standing built up but also are usually the ones with a direct
personal feeling attached.

Here the teacher must be consist

ent in teaching and in her actions.

The meaning of democracy

for example has had a six yeaJ!."S growth of meaning, without a
name attached, before the child enters first grade.

Does

the teacher by word of mouth teach democracy but in her meth
ods teach autocracy under the

g,.uise of democracy?

Does the

teacher say, "You may," but by her facial expression show
that she means, "You � do it this way?"

Consistency in

word, manner, and deed are necessary if some words get the
correct feelings and meanings attached to them.
Reading can become a great adventure to the child an adventure that he has the key to when three conceptions
become clear to the child:

a word is

a

picture very dif

ferent in shape and form from any other word; a word is a
voice with a sound at variance with any other; a word is a
personality - differing from any other word in its meaning.
The latter conception is the one which has been most neglected
even though as important as the other two.
"One of our important responsibilities as teachers is
that of developing clear and strai�t thinkers."25

To be a

straight thinker the pupil must have a depth.of meaning for
2)Sliiith, Nila Blanton, "Reading:
Education, May 1950, Vol. 70, p. 548.

Concept Development,"

25

his words which allows him to perceive situations; he must have
enough variety in word meanings to give definiteness to the
situation.

It is not so much the number of words used as it

is the way in which these words are used which detennine how
and what we think.

The teacher will do well to take advan

tage of all situations {not in reading class alone) to help
pupils clarify their thinking and to add depth and variety
to their vocabulary.
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